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Abstract. By using the computer program “Mathematica” and “Geogebra”, we
give theorems about congruent circles related to triangle cubic and higher degree
curves. Mathematica computations are made by "baricentricas.m" file written by
Francisco Javier Garćıa Capitán.
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1. Introduction

K001 is the isogonal pK with pivot X(30) = infinite point of the Euler line :
The Euler lines of triangles PBC,PCA, PAB concur (on the Euler line) if and
only if P lies on the Neuberg cubic (together with C(O,R) and line at infinity)
[2]. Barycentric equation of the curve:∑

cyclic

[
a2
(
b2 + c2) + (b2 − c2)2 − 2a4

)]
x(c2y2 − b2z2) = 0

K005, the Napoleon-Feuerbach cubic is the isogonal pK with pivot X(5) = nine-
point center [2]. Barycentric equation of the curve:∑

cyclic

[
a2
(
b2 + c2)− (b2 − c2)2

)]
x(c2y2 − b2z2) = 0
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K007, the Lucas cubic is the isotomic pK with pivot X(69), isotomic conjugate
of orthocenter H [2]. Barycentric equation of the curve:∑

cyclic

(
b2 + c2 − a2

)
x(y2 − z2) = 0

Some locus properties of K001, K005, K007 listed at [1],[2],[4].

The Euler line is the line HO passing through the orthocenter H and circum-
center O of triangle ABC [5].

The Brocard axis is the line KO passing through the symmedian point K and
circumcenter O of triangle ABC [6].

2. Theorems

Theorem 2.1. Let P be a point. DEF cevian triangle of P . Ab, Ac are re-
flections of A on BE,CF respectively. Define Ba, Bc, Ca, Cb cyclically. Circles
ΓA : (ABcCb),ΓB : (BCaAc),ΓC : (CBaAb) are congruent iff P lies on K005-
Napoleon Feuerbach Cubic of ABC (Figure 1).

Figure 1.

Proof. Mathematica computations gives the following locus:∑
cyclic

[
a2
(
b2 + c2)− (b2 − c2)2

)]
x(c2y2 − b2z2) = 0

which is K005-Napoleon Feuerbach Cubic ABC. �

Theorem 2.2. Let P be a point. DEF cevian triangle of P . CD, BD are re-
flections of C,B on D respectively. Define AE, CE, AF , BF cyclically. Circles
(ABFCE), (BCDAF ), (CAEBD) are congruent iff P lies on K007-Lucas Cubic of
ABC (Figure 2).
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Figure 2.

Proof. Mathematica computations gives the following locus:∑
cyclic

(
b2 + c2 − a2

)
x(y2 − z2) = 0

which is K007-Lucas Cubic of ABC. �

Theorem 2.3. Let P be a point. BA, CA are reflections of C,B on Euler line of
PBC. Define AB, CB, AC , AB cyclically. Circles (ABCCB), (BCAAC), (CABBA)
are congruent iff P lies on Neuberg Cubic of ABC (Figure 3).

Figure 3.

Proof. Mathematica computations gives the following locus:∑
cyclic

[
a2
(
b2 + c2) + (b2 − c2)2 − 2a4

)]
x(c2y2 − b2z2) = 0

which is K001-Neuberg Cubic of ABC. �
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Theorem 2.4. Let P be a point. BA, CA are reflections of C,B on Brocard axis of
PBC. Define AB, CB, AC , AB cyclically. Circles (ABCCB), (BCAAC), (CABBA)
are congruent iff P lies on Neuberg Cubic of ABC.

Proof. Mathematica computations gives the following locus:∑
cyclic

[
a2
(
b2 + c2) + (b2 − c2)2 − 2a4

)]
x(c2y2 − b2z2) = 0

which is K001-Neuberg Cubic of ABC. �

Conjecture. Let ABC be triangle, P be a point. LA,LB,LC be same lines
passing through circumcenters of PBC,PCA, PAB. BA, CA are reflections of
B,C on LA. Define AB, CB, AC , AB cyclically. Iff LA,LB,LC are concurrent then
circles (ABCCB), (BCAAC), (CABBA) are congruent.

Some congruent circles belongs to higher degree locus problems are listed below:

1. Let ABC be a triangle, G = X2-centroid of ABC. DEF cevian triangle of
G. OA, OB, OC are circumcenters of AEF,BFD,CDE respectively. OAB,OAC
reflections of OA on cevians BE,CF . Define OBA,OBC,OCA,OCB cyclically.
Circles (OAOBCOCB), (OBOACOCA), (OCOABOBA) are congruent [7].

2. Let ABC be a triangle. DEF cevian triangle ofX7-Gergonne point of ABC.
HOA, HB, HC are orthocenters of AEF,BFD,CDE respectively. HAB,HAC re-
flections of HA on cevians BE,CF . Define HBA,HBC,HCA,HCB cyclically.
Circles (HAHBCHCB), (HBHACHOCA), (HCHABHBA) are congruent [9].

3. Let ABC be a triangle. DEF cevian triangle ofX7-Gergonne point of ABC.
XA, XB, XC are 1st Fermat points of AEF,BFD,CDE respectively. XAB,XAC
reflections of XA on cevians BE,CF . Define XBA,XBC,XCA,XCB cyclically.
Circles (XAXBCXCB), (XBXACXOCA), (XCXABXBA) are congruent [11].

4. Let ABC be a triangle. DEF orthic triangle of ABC. XA, XB, XC are
X74-Isogonoal conjugate of Euler infinity points of AEF,BFD,CDE respectively.
XAB,XAC reflections of XA on cevians BE,CF . Define XBA,XBC,XCA,XCB
cyclically. Circles (XAXBCXCB), (XBXACXOCA), (XCXABXBA) are congru-
ent.

5. Let ABC be a triangle. DEF -cevian triangle of X1-incenter of ABC.
GA, GB, GC are centroids of AEF,BFD,CDE respectively. GAB,GAC reflec-
tions of GA on cevians BE,CF . Define GBA,GBC,GCA,GCB cyclically. Circles
(GAGBCGCB), (GBGACGOCA), (GCGABGBA) are congruent [10].
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